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Abstract
In this paper we solve for the optimal (Stackelberg)
policy in a model of credibility and monetary policy
developed by Cuckierman and Meltzer(1486) . Unlike the
(Nash) solution provided by Cuckierman and Meltzer
the dynamic optimisation problem facing the monetary
authority in this case is not of a linear quadratic form
and certainty equivalence does not apply. The learning
behaviour of the private sector (regarding the policy
maker's preferences ) becomes intimately linked with
the choice of the optimal policy and cannot be
separated as in the certainty equivalent case.
Once the
dual effect of the optimal Stackelberg policy is
recognised the monetary authority has an additional
channel of influence to consider beyond that taken into
account by sub—optimal certainty equivalent , Nash,
policy rules. Unlike Nash behaviour the Stackelberg
solution implies no inflationary bias but it lacks
credibility. The learning behaviour of the private sector
does not sufficiently inhibit the incentive of the
monetary authority to cheat in this model despite the
fact that this learning is explicitly recognised in the
Stackelberg solution.

1
1: Introduction
The Lucas Critique (Lucas ,1976) provided a fundamental
reassessment of the traditional theory of economic policy in the face of
rational expectations held by the private sector. Although often
expressed differently the implication of the critique in the present
context is that failing to take account of the endogeneity of the private
sector's expectations in any policy optimisation exercise naturally leads
to the adoption of time inconsistent policies. A number of papers,
including Kydland and Prescott (1977) and more recently Cohen and
Michel (1988) , Miller and Salmon (1985) and Whitman (1986) , have
subsequently discussed how time consistent policies may be constructed
in models with rational expectations.
The essential contribution of Kydland and Prescott was to note
that such time consistent solutions are inevitably suboptimal from the
point of view of the policy maker since they are computed under the
additional restrictions of time consistency. Miller and Salmon (1985)
and Lucas and Sargent (1981) emphasised that the problem of policy
optimisation with rational expectations was formally equivalent to the
structure of a dynamic Stackelberg game. The ex ante optimal (open
loop Stackelberg) policy in such problems would be time inconsistent
since at each instant there would be an incentive for the policy maker
to renege on the (announced) ex ante optimal policy and implement
the ex post optimal action . The usual resolution of this problem has
been to construct time consistent solutions to the policy problem that
achieve their objective by forcing the fundamentally asymmetric
structure between the policy maker and private sector to become
symmetric so that a (time consistent) Nash equilibrium may be
computed.
However such symmetric solutions are invariably
globally inferior to the optimal asymmetric solution for the policy
maker. In other words the imposition of the Nash structure achieves
time consistency but does not neccessarily remove all credibility issues
since the symmetric Nash solution will not, in general, be preferred
by the leader. In effect the imposition of the symmetric solution solves
a different policy problem from the one originally posed and , unless
some explicit mechanism can be established that implies the removal
of the asymmetry, such Nash solutions would only seem to be weakly
justified.
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In addition such non—cooperative "Nash" solutions to the policy
problem are , as mentioned above, naturally inefficient and as Barro
and Gordon (1983) demonstrated in their study of monetary policy
lead to a non zero inflationary bias while the ex ante optimal
(committment or open loop Stackelberg) strategy delivers a zero
inflationary bias. Since this latter policy is itself not credible without
some external credible constraint , possibly legislation, the question of
whether it may be sustained through the evolution of the policy
maker's reputation has been considered by Barro and Gordon (1983) ,
Backus and Driffill(1985) and Barro(1986) amongst others. Such
reputational mechanisms are attractive because they retain the
asymmetry inherent in the original problem structure.
Cuckierman and Meltzer (1986) extended the Barro—Gordon
analysis to a dynamic model of monetary policy and inflation that
incorporates asymmetric information between the private sector and
the monetary authority. Their principle interest lay in determining
the role played by the policymaker's credibility in the design of policy
and the scope for exploiting the private sector's uncertainty as to the
policymaker's preferences. As Cuckierman and Meltzer emphasise the
optimal policy of the monetary authority will not in general be to
select the current money supply so as to simply minimise the current
component of their intertemporal loss. Today's policy choice transmits
information to the private sector that will affect their expectations
regarding the future course of monetary policy, and the monetary
authority must therefore take account of its influence on the private
sector's learning and expectation formation when constructing its
optimal policy. Cuckierman and Meltzer develop a Nash solution to this
policy problem in which each side takes the other's reaction , the
policy rule and rational expectation respectively, as given. However this
Nash solution not only generates a suboptimal policy (for the monetary
authority) but one that ignores critical aspects of the information
transmission issue. In particular, as we show below, the optimal
policy may affect not only the information set of the private sector
but also the manner in which the information is used when forming
rational expectations. The Nash solution imposes certainty equivalence
on the policy problem which necessarily ignores this latter
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channel of policy influence1
In what follows we develop the (optimal) Stackelberg solution
which retains the natural asymmetry inherent to the problem. In this
case we show how the optimal policy is determined from a non
quadratic optimisation problem for which certainty equivalence does
not apply. The dual control aspect of the optimal policy is reflected in
the recognition by the monetary authority that it may simultaneously
influence the weight the private sector places on its most recent
innovation when updating its rational expectation of the policy maker's
preferences as well as the innovation itself. The Stackelberg solution ,
which implies a zero inflationary bias , is however not fully
strategically credible in finite horizons as there will invariably be an
incentive for the policy maker to renege on its policy and cheat the
private sector. The learning behaviour of the private sector is non—
strategic in this model (which is hardly surprising given that the
private sector is essentially passive) and does not provide a sufficient
disincentive to prevent the monetary authority cheating. We then offer
the Stackelberg solution developed below as a basis on which perhaps
more refined reputational devices may be placed in order to sustain
the optimal policy for the policy maker. However we note the beauty
of the dual control formulation in that the policy maker's reputation
and credibility are endogenous to the optimisation problem and no
further potentially ad hoc extraneous device need be constructed to
capture the repuational mechanism. The fact that the learning
behaviour of the private sector does not restrict the monetary
authority sufficiently is determined by the model's structure and
assumptions,
We proceed in stages towards an understanding of the optimal
policy. Solutions to nonfinite state dual control problems are well
recognised to be typically infeasible and approximations , such as the
imposition of certainty equivalence, are invariably required in order to
derive computationally tractible , albeit suboptimal, decision rules.
First we discuss the model and alternative solution concepts and then
derive a Nash solution for a two period version of the problem set by
Cuckierman and Meltzer. Then we compare this certainty equivalent
Cripps (1988) considers the impact of learning on the Nash solution in
a model similar to Cuckierman and Meltzer's , however this passive
learning does not recognise the role of active learning as employed in
the Stackelberg solution below.

solution with the Stackelberg solution under the restriction of certainty
equivalence, before providing the optimal (unrestricted) Stackelberg
solution for the two period problem. The Stackelberg solution for a full
N stage problem is highly involved mathematically and is not
presented here, see Bazar (1988) . The essential economic issues raised
by information transfer are captured in the two period problem.
Finally we consider the question of the informational and strategic
credibility of these solutions.

2: The model and different equilibrium concepts
The basic model we adopt is that used by Cuckierman and
Meltzer (1987) but instead of taking an infinite horizon we assume
that the monetary authority faces a finite horizon policy optimization
problem with objective function of the form,
N

J= E Joi (e ix i — 1(mP)

2

(1)

i=0

where the policy instrument is the planned rate of monetary growth,
mp. The private sector is only able to observe mi, the actual rate of
monetary growth which results after mp has been affected by the
random shock ~i associated with imperfect monetary control;

mi= mp

i=0, 1, . .
~i— N (0, a2)
10

(2)

As indicated, the shocks {t ,} are taken to be zero mean Gaussian
random variables, which are serially uncorrelated and have a fixed
variance of Q, .
The private sector is assumed to act as a "passive" decision
maker which simply forms conditional expectations of the actual rate
of monetary growth, given the observed history on past growth;
li = {mi-1, mi-2, ........ mo }

(3)

5

That is , letting d i denote the forecast of the private sector at time i,
and 6i , the mechanism by which rational expectations are generated,
we have
di = 6i (l) = E[mijIi]

i=0, 1, 2...

(4)

The monetary surprise , ei, is given by
ei = mi -&i (Ii ) = mp - E[mpll

+

(5)

where the last relation follows from (2) and the assumption that 4i}
forms an independent sequence.
The variable xi in (1) is the preference parameter of the
monetary authority which trades off the benefit from stimulating the
economy through the monetary surprise, with the loss from increased
inflation in period i. This basic preference parameter of the monetary
authority which is unknown to the private sector, is stochastic and
assumed to change over time with both permanent and transitory
components, leading to what is effectively the state equation for the
Policy optimization problem;
X

i = pxi-1 + A (1-p) + vi

(6)

with vi — N (0, Q2) i=1,2, ... .
xo — N (X—O, Q 2XO )
Here again , {vi} is a sequence of zero mean serially uncorrelated

Gaussian random variables with fixed variance a~, which are also
independent of the shocks {c)i}. The random variable xo, is also an
independent Gaussian random variable, with mean xo and variance Qxo,
representing the prior beliefs of the private sector. The monetary
authority constructs its optimal policy based on a knowledge of its

N
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current and past preferences as well as I i . So in general we seek a
sequence of policy rules {Yi} of the form,

mp = Yi(rli)

, rli = {xi-1, xi-21 ........ x0 , Ii}

(7)

Note the asymmetric form of the information structure between the
monetary authority and the private sector, which enables the
monetary authority to solve the private sector's prediction problem,
which it will in fact do as part of the exercise when designing its
optimal monetary policy.
A important feature of the formulation above is the presence of
asymmetry not only in the information structure but also in the way
the decision makers affect the decision process. The private sector's
only role is to form conditional expectations, which however depend
critically on the policy rules of the monetary authority. To indicate
this dependence explicitly we introduce the notation
6 = f (Y)

(8)

j N =o , Y= {YjN=0. Hence in compact notation, the policy
where
optimisation problem faced by the monetary authority is

max
Y

(9 )

where the function J is defined by (1) , and the maximisation is over
all possible sequences Y. The policy optimisation problem (9) captures
the general form of all similar problems where the cost function , J,
does not necessarily have to be in the form (1) but where f is always
the conditional expectation operator which determines the forecast rule
for the passive player. Under the adopted behavioural assumptions the
maximum in (9) is the best performance the policy maker can expect
to achieve in this problem, and it cannot be dominated by any other
solution, given commitment to the rule y*.

7
Cuckierman and Meltzer (1987) instead obtained a different
type of solution for the problem. Their interest has been on the
characterisation of a policy , 7 for the monetary authority with the
property that
max J(7,f(Y)) = J(7,f(i))
(10)
7
There may exist multiple 'Y's that satisfy the above relationship (10) ,
and it may be difficult (if not impossible) to obtain the entire set of
such solutions, This, in turn, makes it impossible to determine the
"best" policy within this set and even if such a solution exists it will in
general be different from -y* and hence lead to an inferior overall
performance for the policy maker.
To place the two types of solutions, provided by (9) and (10)
into better perspective, it is helpful to pose the problem as a dynamic
game (although strictly it is a single decision maker optimisation
problem ),where the forecast rules 6, are now regarded as strategic
variables. Toward this end consider the two person nonzero—sum
dynamic game with the objective functions J1 and J2 ,
(11a)

J1(7"8) = J
N
J 2 (7, &) = E J(&i ( I i) - m d 2c i
i=0

(11b)

where 7 is the composite policy rule of player 1 ( the monetary
authority) who strives to maximise J1, and 6 is the composite decision
rule of player 2 ( the private sector) who wishes to minimise J2, with
the ci's taken as positive weighting terms . If we adopt the
Stackelberg solution concept for this problem, where player 1 is the
leader and player 2 is the follower, then for each policy rule 7 of the
leader, the unique optimal response of the follower will be given by
(4) , thus making the optimisation problem (9) precisely the one faced
by the leader in this Stackelberg game. This holds since for every
f ixed 7,

2 N-1
2 N-1
2
E [(E [rn,l Ij- mi)
min E [(ti (Id - m i ) ]_
(ti (Id - mi)
min E
&
i=0
i=0
i=0
N-1

=

I

I

I

Hence, the optimal solution y* defined by (9) is the leader's Stackelberg
policy in this nonzero-sum dynamic game.
If, however, we adopt the Nash equilibrium solution concept
for the two person game, then a corresponding solution will be the
pair (Y, t) satisfying,
max J1(y, t) = J10, 0

(12a)

Y
min J20,6) = J2 01 0

(12b)

b
and the Y here is precisely the one determined by (10) , since
t = f (i) , where f is that used in (10) . Hence, solutions generated by
(10) , such as that derived by Cuckierman and Meltzer, are the Nash
equilibrium policies for Player 1 in the non zero-sum game
constructed above , and they will not lead to a better performance for
player 1 than that provided by the Stackelberg policy y*.
To appreciate further the difference between the two
different solutions, let us consider the single period version of the
problem formulated above, where we drop the indices for convenience.
Then , J1 =J is given by
J = E { (m - d) x - 1/2 (m P) 2}

(13)

where d = 6 and where under the Stackelberg approach, the rational
response of the private sector is taken into account as a is calculated
from (12b) to be the conditional expectation , E[m], and hence,

9
J(Y,f(Y)) = E{(m —E[m])x — 1/2 (m') 2}
= E{(mp—E[m p])x —'/2(mp) 21
= Ejmpx —mp E[x] —'/2 (m p) 2}

(14a)
(14b)

whose unique maximum is achieved by
mp = -y*(x) = x—E[x]

(15a)

yielding the value
max J (y, f (Y)) ='/2E{ (x—E[x]) 2}

=

/2var (x)

1

(15b)

Under the Nash equilibrium solution, however with a taken as a fixed
parameter, the unique solution to (12a) ( i.e. what maximises (13)
over mp = 7(x) ) is
m

= Y (x) = x

(16a)

which is independent of a) . Hence, the minimising solution to (11b)
with N=0 and y taken as in (16a) , is uniquely given by
t

= a

= E[i(x)] = E[x]

(16b)

yielding the value
J ('Y, t) = var (x) —'/2E[xI
= '/2var (x) + '/2var (x) —'hE [x2]

(16c)

which is strictly smaller than (15b) since var (x) < E[x2] .
It is also important to recognise that even in terms of the
pair (J1, J2) the unique Stackelberg solution strictly dominates the
unique Nash equilibrium solution since,
'/2var (x) = J1(7*,) > J1(7, t) = var (x) — '/2E [x2]
J2 (Y, t) = var (x) + a
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The other point to be emphasised in the derivation of the
Stackelberg solution is the equivalence between the maximisation of
(14a) and that of (14b) under the unconditional expectation operator.
This follows from the nestedness property of conditional expectations as
it can be seen that

E[E{mp I I;}xi]= E[E{E{mp I Ii}xi 1 IJ] = E[E{m i ( Ii}E{xjJIi}]
= E[ mp E{xilli}]

(17)

This implies that the leader's optimal Stackelberg policy y* is also a
Stackelberg policy for him when the original objective function (13) is
replaced by
1

J1 = E{ (x —d) mp — 12 (mp) 2}

(18a)

and with the follower's cost function (to be minimised) taken as

J2 = E{ (x—d) 2}

(18b)

where now the follower's decision variable is d. The equivalence of
these Stackelberg solutions does not carry over to the Nash solutions
for the two different games , since one is a single decision maker
problem and the other a genuine dynamic game between two players.

3: The "Nash" solution for a two—period problem

Consider the two—period version of the dynamic game problem of
section 2, with the cost functions for the two players given by (11a)
and (11b) , with N=1. To determine a Nash equilibrium we need to find
strategies 7=(7o, Y1) for the government and forecast functions

6 =(So, S1) for the private sector which satisfy the inequalities

11
J1( i, 6) 2:J1(7, b)

for all permisible y

(19)

J201 6)SJ201 6 ) for all permisible S
The following theorem provides such a solution for this two period.

(i) A Nash equilibrium solution for the two-period problem
formulated above is given by;
(20a)

i1(x1) = X1 ; Y o (xo) = Mx0 + k
M0X
S1(m 0)= E[x11m 01= PR O +P

0 2 (m
2 +0~
M20X

0 -Mx0 - k)+A(1-P) (20b)

0

(20c)

S0 = Elmo ] =MXo + k

where M is a real solution to the third order polynomial equation;
Ma X
M= 1 - PP2

(21a)

0

(M20 x + 0~ )
0

A(1- P)PRMO X

and k is given by, k = -

M20X +02
0

The Nash values are;

0

(21b)

12

J1

ash

M2aX

= 2 E[ x2 ]— pP2,R2

PX o(A(1— P)) - pp2

° ......
2
M 62x + 02
0

(22)

......- 1
M2(xo +6X )+ MaX
0

0

P 20 62
'P

ash—
J2

2

X°

2

(M 6X +6~)
o

+Q2+02

+(M2aX +a2)co
1
°

(23)

E[e01

E~e1

(ii) The Nash equilibrium above is unique if either 61 or Yo is
restricted to the class of general affine mappings and (21a) admits a
unique real solution.

Proof: (i) For any Yo, Y1 and arbitrary positive c1, c2 the following pair
minimise J2:
61= E[Y1(•)jYo (•) +~0]
60 = E[Yo (•)],

and 61 and 60 given in the theorem are indeed the true conditional
expectations , for the given Y o, Y1. This verifies the 2nd ' Nash
inequality.
To verify the first Nash inequality, first note that regardless of
the choices for 61, 60, Yo the unique choice for Y1 that maximises J1 is
Y1(x1) =x1. Hence all that we need to show is that
Y o = argmax Ji (Yo" Y1, bo, S1)
Yo

1S

Let us f irst evaluate J1 (yo, yl, 601 61) - F (yo) ,
F (yo ) = E{P (x1+~1--61(mo)) xl— '/2 x1P + (m0-6o) x 0 — '/2 (m0) 2}

= E {mox0 — 2 mP)2 —

PPMa2x

° mPx

2

I

(24)

+S

'

M 6X+a~ 01

°

where mo=yo (xo ) , and S is the collection of all terms that do not
depend on mo .
Since F (yo) is quadratic and strictly concave in mo, it admits a
unique maximum, given by
p p M 02
xo

P—
—M
2

M a2X + a2
4)
0

E[x

1Ix0

]=0

(25)

which implies, since E[xllxo]=px o + A(1-p),
01
0

0

p2 P M02

A(1- p)ppM0 x

M2(Y2 + 62 0

X°

tP

M262 +

X

Q2

0

(26)

4

where M satisfies the 3rd order polynomial equation given by (21a) .
ii) For a proof of uniqueness, we first note that ( as also
pointed out in the proof of (i) above ) the policy it in (20a) is a
universally optimal decision rule, regardless of the choices for yo, 61, and
60 . Now substituting this policy into J1 , we arrive at the "reduced"
welfare function

14
1)=
J*(yo)
So, S
1

E12P x1 - d1x1p+ (m0 -d o)x o — 2(m0)2 J

d1=61(mo) ; mo=y(x o) ; do=5o a constant.
J2 , on the other hand , is equivalently expressed as
J2C7o,so~ S1)= E{c1(d1- x1)2 + c o(do — mo)2 + (c1+c o )024J

Hence the Nash inequalities (19) become equivalent to
1) for all permissible Yo
8
(yo, So, S
J1(io' so' 1) Z J1

*2(' 0' So, S1) <— J 2(yo

, So,

S1) for all permissible So, S1

Now if yo is restricted to be affine , say yo (xo)=Mxo+k, the So and 61
minimising J2 will be given by
51(mo) = E [x1jm o] = pE[xojm o] +A (1— p)
=N (mo-MRo-k)+A (1-p)
So= Elmo] =Mx o + k
PM0X
where N =

o

M2aXX +a 2

0

since the underlying statistics are Gaussian. This then says that as
long as yo belongs to an affine class, S1 can be taken to belong to an
affine class also, without any loss of generality. Hence now taking
b1=Nmo + n, where N and n are arbitrary constants, we can maximise
Ji over yo ( in this case not necessarily over the affine class) to
obtain the unique solution,

15

(
YO

xo

)= _

_ PNE[ lxo]
xo
xl
= (1-PpN) xo - RNA (1-p)
=Mxo +k

Then , a Nash equilibrium exists under the restriction that 70 is
affine, if and only if the following consistency condition holds;

M=1-OpN=1-

Op2Ma x
M2GXo

°

(27)

+a

which is identical with (21a) . One can further show that k is given by
(21b) . Hence, the solution is unique provided that (21a) has a single
real solution. In case of three real roots, the problem admits three
( and only three) Nash equilibria.
A similar analysis shows that if, instead, 61, is restricted to be
of fine, the Nash equilibrium is again unique and given by (20) , if
(21a) admits a single real solution.
QED

Notice that in this Nash solution, in determining the optimal
policy parameter M, the reaction of the private sector is rim, taken
into account , unlike the Stackelberg case to be studied below. In
effect the Nash solution is determined by the mutual consistency of
two single player , certainty equivalent, optimization problems where
the reaction of the other player is taken as given. Hence we refer to
this Nash solution as individually certainty_ equivalent since the
optimal decisions for the two players do not reflect the potential for
dual control action.
The two period Nash solution presented above may be extended
to the N period case (see Bazar and Salmon (1988b)) and then to a
stationary solution that coincides with the solution to the infinite
horizon problem considered by Cuckierman and Meltzer. The advantage
of taking a finite horizon lies in the use of the Kalman filter to model
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the private sector's learning and expectation formation process which
allows the possibility to monitor the evolution of credibility both in
steady state and during the important transient phase of adjustment
to the staedy state, Whereas Cuckierman and Meltzer , by adopting an
infinite horizon and a Wiener filter to solve the private sector's
prediction problem, are restricted to only consider credibility in steady
state . As stressed above, in either case, in this Nash equilibrium the
level of credibility at any time is determined by structural parameters
of the model .
The distribution of monetary growth and hence the extent of
inflationary bias also evolves over time. The stationary distribution
given in Cuckierman and Meltzer implies an inflationary bias given by
the nonzero mean ,
E[mi]= mp = BOA,
2) -1(J2
2
with variance V [mi] =B (1_P +Q,2~,
_ 2
_
and B = 1 where B 0 = 1 - PP and
PPX

(28a)
(28b)

(29)

and X measures the speed of response to new information in the
Weiner predictor;
00

m

= E Xj[ (1-

P) mP

+ (P - X)m i -1 - j]

(30)

j=0
P

1- RP

where m = 1- PXA and 0<N<1.

The time varying distribution in the two period Nash solution above
implies

E[mo]=Mx o + k, V[mO]=M2aX O +Q, ,
and

(31a)

17

V[m1)= (1—p 2)-10

E[m1]=A

41

(31b)

In Bazar and Salmon (1988b) we investigate how the distribution of
monetary growth in a finite horizon converges to the stationary
solution given in (28) above ,
4: The myopic Stackelberg solution

We now turn to the Stackelberg formulation of the decision
problem and assume for the moment that the monetary authority
acts myopically in that it only recognises that it affects the
information set available to the private sector in the following period
through its decision today . Under this assumption the optimisation
problem (19) becomes one with a Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG)
form which essentially decomposes the intertemporal problem into that
of determining a sequence of static decisions. Consider the basic
problem;
N

ma x
IMP

i

J = 1P C(X , I i, MP)}
i

(32)

i=0

subject to
Xi

= pxi-1

m i= mp +

where

+

~i

A (1-p) +vi

, vi

N (0, a 2)

~; ^' N (0, Q,2))

c (x, I, mp) = mp (x— E[x I I]) — '/a (m p) 2 .

(33)

If we ignore the intertemporal links we obtain for each i,
arg max
MPi

= Yi (TI)

c (xi, I i) mp) _ (xi— E [xi Ii])

(34)

M on

in this certainty equivalent problern is then simply
The my Pis policy
given for each period as a linear function of the forecast error,
mp =

Xi- E[xi

(35)

I l i] = xi - kili-i

the optimal pr ediction (rational expectation) by the
where R4,1
private sector of the monetary authority's preferences ,will be
generated in this sequential decision problem by the Kalman filter;

x

x
ili1 = P i-1l i-1 +

A (1-P)

Rol -1=

E[xol = Ro

02
x=

(36i) (36)

(36ii)

x1 (a2 +a2)
iii-1

2
2
Qi+111 = P Q ili +

(36iii)

2
Qv

;
- a it i - 1a4
a it i (a2
+ aJ)
iii-1
2

aok, =

var (xo)

(36iv)

Notice also that
m

= E{mp

I

Ii} =E{x, E[x i I Ii]

II i}

=0

(37)

best
f the
so given the myopic policy and the structure
el
he
make of
conditional forecast that the private sector canobservation on monetary
period's monetary growth is zero hence every
driving
p o essodriving
growth represents an observation on the innovation
licy rule
formo
fromh
tly
Kalman Filter. This follows direc
rational expectations
under the myopic assumption Under the m of the policy rul
assumption the private sector knows the foit doesn't know the e
adopted by the government but given that
the rational expectation is substituted which
preference parameter x i
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leads to the zero expected value for monetary growth. Notice that
this policy may be rationalised if we consider the class of policy
functions that are linear in the expectational error, in other words,

mp = L(xi-- E[xi ~ 1J) = L(xi -kili-1)

(38)

where the parameter L is to be chosen. The objective function (33) is
maximised ( in this myopic case) by setting L=1 , where the benefit
that accrues from surprise inflation is twice the cost that follows from
the induced inflation. This net benefit is greatest when L=1 and
decreases for all other choices of L , becoming negative as L exceeds 2.
Alternatively given the model structure and objective function there is
no incentive to change the monetary growth rate if the private sector
are able to perfectly predict the monetary authorities' true
preferences. Clearly , given the objective function , when no surprises
are possible the best the monetary authorities can do is to set planned
monetary growth equal to zero.

Substituting this myopic policy back into the cost function
we f ind
N

max Z E
i=0

Zpl(xi -E[x

i I I i])

2

_

E

i=0

(39 )

*0
iii-1

In other words we know that the optimal (nonmyopic) policy must be
at least able to better this valuation given by the certainty equivalent
or myopic approximation.
Comparing this myopic certainty equivalent solution with that
derived under the Nash assumption in the previous section we can see
that , as in the commitment (or rules) solution of Barro and Gordon,
there is no inflationary bias whereas in the Nash (or discretionary)
solution the bias is given by (28) . The distribution of monetary growth
in this case implies
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E[mi]=0

(40)

V [ml]=o2 +

and

Q2

We shall consider the strategic credibility of such a zero inflationary
bias policy later in section 7 but as may be expected it will not be
sustainable without some form of commitment. The interesting
question , to which we now turn, is whether the fully optimal dual
control solution that explicitly recognises the interaction between the
choice of policy and the learning behaviour of the private sector will
endogenously provide this commitment.

5: The optimal Stackelberg policy for the two stage problem.

In the previous section we found a lower bound for the
optimal cost and so we know that the optimal policy will satisfy
N
max J z E
YO...YN

i oi(x - k

i=02

i

N
)2
=J.Lpic,2,
ili -1

i =0

2

ili -1

_ max

(41)

The question now becomes whether we can find a sequence of policies
17 , .... , Y which maximises J and whether max J > Jmax • We
0
approach this problem in this section by solving for the optimal policy
in a two period problem in which the dual effect is now formally
recognised.

d

Consider the problem of maximising the objective function
1

J=E

P,(x - E[x I I ] )M P - P'(mP) 2
1
i
i i
i 2
i
i=0

(42)
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For the last period , i=1 , there will be no issue of information
transmission and so the optimal policy will be given by the myopic
solution developed in section 4. So the solution will be
m

=Y1 (TI = x1 -E[x1 I1]

(43)

Now we need to consider the optimal policy for period 4 taking into
account the full effect of the information transmission to period 1. The
cost function for the two period problem can then be written , having
substituted the optimal policy rule for the final period, as

max J~ = ma x E{2 R(x1 - E[x lI 11])2 + (x o - E[xd I0])mo - mo)21
(44)
2(
m 0 , m1P
m P0
But, given that
I1= m0 = m0 + 4)0 ,
we may rewrite the innovation in period 1 as
x1 ` E[xiI I1] = A (xo - E[xo -E[xo) mo + ~ O ] )+ vo

(45)

so the cost function becomes
ax Jo= 2pav+mapxE{2p2P(x0-E[xjm0+901)2 +...
m
P
M 0 , m1
m0
... (x - E[x

(46)

j I o] )m o - 2 (mP) 2

which may be written in terms of the yet unkown policy rule yo
max J o = i02 + max F(7o)
P
P
m op m
10
1

(47)
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where F (yo) is the maximand on the right hand side of (46) . The
difficulty in solving this problem lies as discussed earlier in that the
optimal policy in the initial period , m fl , is part of the conditioning
information when the private sector's expectation of monetary growth
( or the preference parameter) is taken in period 1. The way we solve
the problem below is to simultaneously solve for the optimal predictor
for the private sector in period 1 ,6(I), and the optimal policy rule for
the government in period 0 , say y. Since we know that the private
sector's forecast function will depend on the government's policy rule
and the government's optimal policy rule will depend on the private
sector's forecast function we need to examine the fixed points of the
mappings 6[y] and y[6] where in addition it should be stressed that in
this Stackelberg solution b is a different mapping for each y and vice
versa .
Substituting the unknown predictor function into the
objective we first define
G (6, ,y) = E { 1/2 p'P (b (11) _x0) 2 + (xo — E [x0JI01) mop — 1/2 (mo) Z 1 (48)

mo = 7(x0 7 10)

11= mop + ~O

(49)

noting that the information set I0 will be empty. The " policy
problem" facing the private sector is to minimise its prediction error
through its choice of 6 and the monetary authority recognising this
will solve the following problem in order to determine its optimal y,
chosen so as to maximise the prediction error.

max F(y) = max min G(8, y)
Y

(50)

Y 8(Y)

We next show that the function G in fact admits a unique saddle
point, that is there exists a unique pair of policies (6*,;) such that

G(8*, y") = max min G(8, y) = min max G(8, y)
Y 8

8 Y

(51)
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or alternatively,
G (6*, Y)

s

G ( 6*,'Y*) < G (6, Y)

(52)

Clearly given any such saddle-point pair (6*,y*) we have from (50)
that
F (Y*) = max F (y)
Y

(53)

and furthermore ; is the unique maximising solution above if (6 ,;)
is unique as a saddle point solution.
Before presenting the main result of this section , we first
introduce some notation.
Let L = Lo be a real solution to the polynomial equation
L ax 0 tPP2P
1- L =

(54)

(L 2a X + a2 )
o
and let KO be given by

K=
Q

Lo aXo
(y2
(L0 0+ 02tP

= e(L )

(55)

Futhermore introduce the function
- KP2R)
qK)_ (1
(1- K 2P2a)
for

K2

;e

and the condition

(56)

1 / P2p
Lo (1-Lo) ago < Q2

(57)
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(i) The polynomial equation (54) is identical with L =r (A (L)) ,
and admits a maximising real solution Lo , with 0 < Lo <1.
(ii) If Lo satisfies (57), the game G admits the unique saddle
point solution

5* (I 1) =

k0

+ KO I, = k0 + A (Lo) I1

(58)

;(xp) = LO (xo— RO) = r(KO) ( xo — E[xoj lo])

where 1' also provides the unique solution of (53) .
(iii) Condition (57) can equivalently be written as
1-0 (Lo) 2 p2a > 0 r* 1 — KO

>0

(59)

Proof:
(i) Existence of Lo follows from the simple observation that
since (54) is a 5th order polynomial it will admit one, three or five
real solutions. Furthermore, all these solutions will lie in the open
interval (0,1) since g (L) is nonnegative and is zero only if L=O, If the
polynomial has more than one real root, let Lo be the one that
provides the largest value of F(y) defined in (46) . If there is more
than one such solution then Lo could be taken to be any one of them
which we refer to as a maximising solution of (54) . The fact that
(54) is identical with the equation r (A (L)) =L follows from the
substitution of (55) into (56) .
(ii) Here we verify the pair of inequalities (52) . The right
hand side follows since G(6,-f), given by (48) , is minimised for any y
by the conditional mean of xo ( given I1) , and when y = 7 , this
conditional mean is linear in 11 as given. For the left hand side
inequality, note that G (6x, y) is a quadratic function of y , with the
coefficient of the quadratic term being
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L2 62 Q2 2

1
-

2

p X 0 XoP a

=a

1 -

(60)

(L o02 + a )2
0

The condition a < 0 directly implies that G (S4 , y) is a strictly concave
function of Y , and being quadratic , it admits a unique solution which
is
-f(xo)

= r (o (Lo))

(x —Xo)

and by (i)
'Y(xo) = Lo (x —Xo) .
This verifies the left hand side of the inequality (52), under the
condition a < 0. Using the fact that L o satisfies (54), a can be
simplified to
a = '/2

(

Lo(1— Lo) (QXD /,j2) —1)

and hence the concavity condition is indeed equivalent to (57) . Note
that under this condition , G (S , y) admits a unique maximum , and
using the interchangeability property of multiple saddle point equilibria
[ Basar and Olsder, (1982) ] it readily follows that (58) is indeed the
unique saddle point solution of G under (57) , which also means that
the maximising solution alluded to in part (i) will have to be unique
under condition (57),
(iii) This follows readily by noting that
a = —'/2 (1—A (Lo) 2p2R)
and hence the condition a < 0 is equivalent to (59) .
QED
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The condition (57) of the Theorem is given in terms of the solution of
(54) , and this depends on the parameters of the problem only
implicitly. A more explicit dependence purely on the parameters ago
Q~ , p and P can be seen in the condition
2
Q2 p P < 40'

(61)

which implies (57) . To see this implication , note that in view of
(59) , condition (57) is equivalent to

L2a2
o X

2

0

2

Pa

X0

2

(62)

<1

(Lo0X +a2)
0

but since
2 2 2 2

2 2

aX P
0

L oa X a X Pa

max
Lo

0

0

2

(L (y2 + a )
0

—

a

4a22

the preceding inequality is always satisfied under (61) .
Condition (61), or the less restrictive (57), are sufficient for
the linear solution y given in the Theorem to be overall maximising ,
but there is no indication that it is also necessary. In fact , it is quite
plausible that the result is valid for all values of the parameters
defining the problem. Non—satisfaction of (57) simply means that the
auxilary game G does not admit a saddle point (that is the upper
value is strictly larger than the lower value) ; however this does not
rule out the possibility that the maximising solution for F(y) is still
linear.
If we restrict the monetary authority to affine policies at
the outset , say of the special form
'Y(xo) = L(xo —xo) ,

(63)
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[1MIS

E[ xo —Xo I mo=L(xo —5t o ) + ~o ] =

LaX m o
0

(b4)

(L2a x 0 + 02
and substituting this into F (y) we obtain
F (y--Lo (xo — xo)) -F (L)
2 L2 2 2

P a (a X )
o
- 1 a
2 + 22
a
-1
P X o) 2
2
2 v

- 1 L2a2
+ a2
2
Xo L X o

4

as the function to be maximised over the scalar L. Being continuous
and bounded above , F admits a maximum , and differentiating it
with respect to L and setting the derivative equal to zero we obtain
the equation

1-L=

L ax o 0 0
(L 02
x o + a)2

which is (54) . Hence the affine policy -f given in the theorem is
optimal for all values of the parameters if the search is restricted to
the linear class.

6: Policy Comparison with the myopic solution

The essential difference between the dual solution and
certainty equivalent solution presented in section 4 lies in that
although the policy is still linear in the innovation or forecast error of
the private sector the optimal policy parameter Lo now lies in the
range (0, 1) Moreover the value of Lo has been chosen taking into
account the feedback from the effect on the private sector's
expectation formation process in period 0. In particular the effect of Lo
on the Kalman gain, Ko=A (Lo) determines the weight attached to the
most recent information and as we shall see in the next section, this
parameter determines the policymaker's credibility. Thus the
monetary authority has the ability to directly affect its own credibility
with its choice of monetary growth rate by , in effect, modifying the
way in which the private sector forms its rational expectation.
Moreover this can be achieved without recourse to an additional policy
instrument , for instance Q2 as in the Cuckierman and Meltzer's
(section 6) analysis of ambiguity.
We notice that as in the myopic certainty equivalent
solution there is no inflationary bias induced by the optimal policy but
the variance of monetary growth is increased over that in the
certainty equivalent case. This point and those that follow will be
made more apparent if we consider briefly the steady state solution of
this optimisation problem .
Consider the following policy ;
miP = Li (xi —11iii-1)

(65)

where
Riji-1 = p Ri-11 i-1 + A (1-p)

X =X

iii

iii-1

4

,

(i)

(6 6)

L0 2
i ili- 1
(L 202
+ 62 )
i ili-1

(m i - m i I i- 1)

(ii)
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Q2 +1~i

(iii)

- P2 Q2 + a 2

2

2

Q i li =

2

(iv)

Qi ii-1 Q4)
2 2

2

(Li 6i ii-1 + af)
and {Li } maximises

N

I (3' (Li — 1/2 L? ) Q2ii -1
i=0

(67)

subject to (66iii) and (66iv) above.
This cost function follows from substituting the linear
feedback rule (65) into the original objective function turning the
problem into one of maximising with respect to the scalar Li at each
point of time. The steady state solution (which would in a finite
horizon be suboptimal) is given by setting Li =L , a constant for all i.
This steady state solution has a constant error variance C given by;
2
P2a a2
a2 =

(P

(L 2a2 +,a2

+ a2
v

(68)

and the optimal value of L can be quite easily shown to lie in the
interval (0, 1) . [see Basar(1988) for a verification of this property and
for a rigorous justification on the existence of a' solution to the
maximisation problem (67) for both finite and infinite N]
This steady state solution allows us to determine that the
derivative of C2 with respect to L2 is negative, when L is considered a
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variable, and so one effect of the optimal policy in the dual problem
having a feedback coefficient of less than one is to increase the
variability of monetary growth when compared with the myopic
solution.
It is ambiguous whether the steady state gain Kalman gain
will be an increasing or decreasing function of L, when L is again
considered a variable, but it can be seen from the cost function (67)
above that the government selects that policy parameter , L , and the
implied level of credibility , that optimally trades off the effects on the
two components (Li - '/2L? ) and Q?~i _1. The first can be seen to be
maximised when L =1 as in the myopic solution and the second, being
a decreasing function of L , is maximised at zero. Hence there will be
an optimal policy and corresponding level of credibility that trades of
the benefits from surprises and the costs of inflation that reflects the
government's ability to control the extent of surprise.

7: Credibility
There are two aspects to the question of credibility that we are
forced to consider in any problem where the dual effect of policy is
present. The first is what may be called informational credibility
(i-credibility) and is simply a function of the implications of the
imperfect information held by the private sector regarding the
government's preferences. Central to this is of course the learning
behaviour of the private sector and how the government may
interfere with this learning. The second aspect of credibility that we
call strategic credibility (s-credibility) below turns on the sustainability
of the solution. This issue of essentially the time consistency of the
solution would of course remain without any uncertainty regarding the
policy maker's preferences. Nash solutions are generally s-credible
being time consistent if not sub-game perfect whereas Stackelberg
solutions on the other hand are generally only credible with some form
of commitment. The question of interest is whether the government's
optimal policy when the dual effect is recognised may affect its
informational credibility in such a way so as to enhance its strategic
credibility. The ability of the government to manipulate its
informational credibility could in principle sustain an otherwise non scredible policy. Since the interaction between these two aspects of
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credibility is not trivial we shall discuss each in isolation to clarify the
issues involved. We first consider the question of informational
credibility and draw comparisons with the discussion of credibility in
Cuckierman and Meltzer.
Cuckierman and Meltzer define credibility to be the absolute
value of the difference between the policymaker's plans and the
public's beliefs about those plans (I mP - mp~_11)
However since the
public cannot observe planned monetary growth rates directly , a
more meaningful interpretation turns on the value of N which
measures the degree of sluggishness in the adjustment of expectations
in the expression Cuckierman and Meltzer derive from the Weiner
filter (30) . The higher N, the longer it takes the public to recognise a
change in governmental preferences and the lower the government's
credibility. Alternatively the higher N, the longer the memory of the
private sector and the less important are recent developments for the
formation of current expectations. So "credibility depends on the speed
with which the private sector learns ; actions that delay learning
lower credibility", (CM. p.1108-9 and p.1122).
This interpretation of credibility as the speed of learning is
reflected in the Kalman Filter approach to the private sector's
expectation formation used in sections 3,4 and 5. We define full icredibility to exist when the private sector has no incentive to update
its expectation of the government's preference parameter , in other
words when (Riii - R ili-1) • The rate of private sector learning is
governed by the behaviour of the Kalman gain , Ki, given in the Nash
solution at stage i by

K.I

M .a2
i ili-1
(M2(12

(69)

+02)

(where {lull} is the sequence of policy reaction coefficients that
converge to the value B (given in (29)) found by Cuckierman and
Meltzer) which determines the weight that the current innovation in
monetary growth has in updating the public's current forecast of the
preference parameter (see (20b) for instance) . So a small Kalman
gain corresponds to a high value of N in Cuckierman and Meltzer's
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analysis and these two characterisations of i—credibility are then
inversely related . The exact relationship developed in Bazar and
Salmon (1988b) shows that X=p (1—KB) where K is the steady state
Kalman gain.
Clearly if the innovation in monetary growth is zero there is
no new information that the private sector can use to update its
current expectation. So when actual money growth is equal to the
private sector's expectation (which is zero) the monetary authority
has full i—credibility. In general however the innovation will be non—
zero (as a2 > 0) and i—credibility will be determined by the product of
the Kalman gain and the innovation . Notice that given the
assumptions of the model the monetary authority will never be
completely i—credible as the private sector is unable to distinguish from
(2) whether an observation on monetary growth is planned or a result
of the monetary disturbance , ~ . So for any given value of money
growth, i—credibility will be determined by the value of the Kalman
gain. The larger the Kalman gain the more impact current
observations have on updating the estimate of the preference
parameter.
If the Kalman gain were itself zero then once again the
monetary authority would be perfectly i—credible since there would be
no call for the private sector to update their estimate of the monetary
authorities preferences even though observed monetary growth was
non—zero. Notice once again, that given the assumptions of the model,
in particular that a2 ;e- 0 and p <1 , the Kalman gain will never be
zero and hence the policy maker will never be perfectly
informationally credible as the steady state value of the Kalman gain
will be bounded between zero and one .
Under the optimal myopic policy (M;=1 in (69)) the rate of
learning or alternatively the rate of convergence of the Kalman gain
(Government's i—credibility) is determined entirely exogenously by the
underlying parameters of the model, p, Qq,, a~ , although the discount
factor , P plays no role. Starting from some prior distribution for the
preference parameter with mean xo and variance a2
presumably .
reflecting a low initial level of i—credibility, convergence to the steady
state level of i—credibility will be relatively faster the higher is the
variability in preferences (Q~) and the lower the variance in the
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is large the steady
monetary disturbances (Q2) . If the ratio 02/(J2 is
state will be reached quickly as the level of uncertainty regarding
preferences will be large compared with the accuracy of the
observations on monetary growth so a new expectation will heavily
dependent upon the new observations and less related to the previous
expectation. The steady state level of i-credibility itself will be a
decreasing function of av and an increasing function of a,. The more
variability in preferences, the lower i-credibility and the more noise ,
the higher i-credibility. Finally considering the autoregressive
parameter p, we note that if preferences were not systematically
changing through time but were entirely random , p=0 , then the
monetary authorities' informational credibility would remain at its
presumably low initial value for ever. As p increases leading to a
greater persistence in preferences i-credibility increases. Some of these
points are shown in figure 1 where i-credibility is measured by 1-K

INSERT FIG 1 HERE

A crucial difference between the approach we have adopted
to measuring informational credibility and that used by Cuckierman
and Meltzer can now be seen from Figure 1 . Their interpretation of
learning and hence credibility refers to how data is processed by the
private sector after the steady state is reached. Whereas , through
the use of the Kalman Filter , we are able to get a deeper
understanding of how the mechanism by which i-credibility evolves is
affected by the fundamental parameters of the model.
In particular the monetary authorities' i-credibility can be seen
in general to pass through a transitory learning phase that may
significantly affect the overall costs and policy in a finite horizon
problem before reaching the steady state position described by the
Cuckierman and Meltzer analysis. The relationship between Qv and a2
and the Kalman gain show us that the simple interpretation of
Cuckierman and Meltzer's claim that actions that delay learning lower
i-credibility may be misplaced. As can be seen from Figure 1 , it is
perfectly possible for a situation to arise in which a longer learning
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period is associated with a higher level of steady state i-credibility.
This example serves to emphasise that they are only referring to
"learning" as how information is processed in steady state.
The preceding discussion applies equally to the Nash and
Stackelberg solutions presented in sections 4 and 5 except that the
Kalman gain will be influenced by the different policy reaction
parameters B or L respectively. However it is crucial to recognise that
in the Nash case , while the gain is a function of the policy parameter
B the value of B has not been determined taking into account its
effect on the gain and hence the government's i-credibility. In other
words the value of B has been chosen on the assumption that the
private sector's expectation would not change as B changed. On the
other hand in the Stackelberg case the government explicitly takes into
account this feedback when calculating the optimal reaction parameter
L. Hence the monetary authority can actively manipulate it's
i-credibility to it's advantage in the Stackelberg case but not in the
Nash solution.
Turning to the question of strategic credibility, we first simply
note that the Stackelberg solution is not s-credible. Considering the one
period problem introduced in section 2, a "cheating solution", may be
constructed that allows the government to renege on the policy that
the private sector has taken as given when it formed its rational
expectation. Since there is no information transfer issue in this single
period problem the optimal Stackelberg policy is just the myopic policy
derived in section 4, m1 = xi-xili _1, which induces an expectation on
the part of the private sector of 6,=E[milli] =0. Having forced the
private sector to adopt this expectation the optimal (cheating) policy
for the government is to simply inflate by setting mi=xi . The resulting
welfare value for the government, '/2E [x2] , improves on the
Stackelberg solution by exactly the same amount that the Stackelberg
itself improves on the Nash solution. This demonstration of the
incentive for the government to cheat applies equally to the final
period of any finite horizon optimisation problem. Given cheating in
the final period we may proceed backwards arather tedious analysis
demonstrates a similar incentive to cheat in the earlier periods. In
general therefore, the optimal Stackelberg solution with its zero
inflationary bias, is as in the Barro and Gordon, analysis not scredible. The question remains as to whether the existence of learning
by the private sector and the recognition of the dual effect of the
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optimal policy could serve as a disincentive to prevent such time
inconsistent behaviour.
Notice that the expectation formation process of the private
sector essentially corresponds to a threat strategy imposed on the
leader. For instance if we take (66ii) as a typical expression for the
updating of expectations we find

L.a2

x=x ili-1+ (LZa2
+a2) (mi-mili-1)
i ili -1

So if the observed money supply deviates from its expected value then
the private sector responds by adjusting its expectation of the
government's preference parameter. This adjustment provides a threat
that would act to reduce any potential surprise inflation in the
following period. However as we have emphasised throughout the
paper the government through its choice of Li can directly control the
impact of this threat by adjusting its credibility. By setting Li = 1 in
the cheating solution as in the optimal myopic solution of section 4 the
government chooses its optimal level of credibility simultaneously with
its optimal policy choice mi=x; so as to minimise the effect of this
policy on its subsequent level of credibility. Since the private sector
has no independent strategic role in this model there is no effective
strategic threat that it can employ to prevent the government
cheating. The learning behaviour of the private sector is essentially
nonstrategic.
Thus in this model the learning behaviour of the private
sector does not provide a sufficient incentive to sustain the zero
inflationary bias solution. However we would anticipate that in more
general models the recognition of learning and strategic behaviour by
the private sector within a dual policy framework may well provide
an endogenous explanation for reputational forces that could sustain a
zero inflationary bias policy.
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8: Conclusions

In this paper we have provided what we believe to be the
first closed form solution to a noncertainty equivalent policy problem
with rational expectations. Quite generally we have stressed that the.consideration of the optimal Stackelberg policy in dynamic models with
rational expectations necessarily requires that the dual effect of the
policy be taken into account .In particular the interaction of the policy
with the learning process of the private sector must be fully
recognised. In the case of the Cuckierman and Meltzer model of
monetary policy such a policy delivers a zero inflationary bias
mimicing the corresponding result for the static analysis by Barro and
Gordon. We have introduced two separate notions of credibility ,
informational and strategic and have discussed their interaction.
Within the context of the Cuckierman and Meltzer model we found
that the recognition of the learning behaviour of the private sector
within the optimal dual policy did not serve as a sufficient threat to
prevent the government cheating. Therefore as in the Barro and
Gordon analysis the optimal Stackelberg policy is not strategically
credible. One explanation for this lies in the fact that the learning
behaviour of the private sector is essentially nonstrategic in this
model.
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